
Your Global Local ICT Solutions Partner

Enables workforce to access their virtual desktops and 
applications from desktop PCs, laptops, web browsers, 
thin/zero clients, tablets and mobile phones

Flexible and cost-efficient monthly subscription 
minimizes expenses in hardware, operating systems, 
software applications, and ongoing IT administration 
and upgrades

Easily integrated with existing enterprise IT 
environment, with MS Active Directory-based or 
LDAP-based user access to virtual Windows desktops 
and applications

Robust Disaster Recovery (DR) capabilities ensure 
Business Continuity, and easy and rapid failover for 
SmartCLOUD™ DaaS platform

Access virtual desktops via multimedia-optimized and 
secure PCoIP protocol, as well as other industry 
standard RDP, Blast and NX protocols

User-friendly centralized management portal facilitates 
IT administrators to manage desktop images, 
applications, multiple desktop models and 
non-persistent desktops

In the age of the mobile workforce, businesses must enable team members to work anywhere, 
anytime, on any device. Yet cost and efficiency pressure mean tight IT budgets and challenging 
performance targets, while fast-paced and constantly evolving business needs demand reliable 
infrastructure, rapid deployment, temporary contractors, and round-the-clock global support. 
Virtual Desktops solve many of these challenges, but operating self-owned equipment is costly. The 
perfect solution is SmartCLOUD™ DaaS, a cloud-based Desktop-as-a-Service offering that runs on 
CITIC Telecom CPC’s world-class infrastructure to empower your mobile workforce with low TCO, 
high security, and maximum flexible features.

HIGHLIGHTS

Click and Play Desktops and Applications Solution 

DaaS

DaaS Desktop-as-a-Service
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W: www.citictel-cpc.com
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The perfect solution for desktop virtualization

SmartCLOUD™ DaaS delivers secure remote access of desktops and applications to any device, 
anywhere with premium end-user experience and minimum latency.

Unprecedented End-user Experience

Office users and on-the-road mobile staff can easily and 

seamlessly access their desktops and applications status 

anywhere, anytime, via the cloud, on any device (including 

tablets, smartphones, laptops, desktop PCs, thin and zero 

clients), which are customized to their unique needs or 

workload requirements. Staff can finally handle oversized 

files at ease.

Business Continuity and Confidence

Users can gain peace of mind through CITIC Telecom CPC’s 

comprehensive portfolio of server-side or end-user network 

security, onsite and offsite backup and Disaster Recovery 

solutions (such as SmartCLOUD™ BRR and SmartCLOUD™ 

EPS), all vigilantly protecting corporate data and ensuring 

business continuity 24x7x365 with best-of-class security 

and redundancy measures.

Strong Security and Ease of Control

Central control portal provides user-friendly management 

console for IT administrators to monitor, configure and 

deploy cloud-hosted desktops and applications, with the 

same security credentials, policies and permissions as the 

existing policy and infrastructure. CITIC Telecom CPC further 

provides optional 2-factor authentication and dedicated 

TrustCSI™ UTM for superior data and application security.

access gateway

FAST

ANYWHERE
RELIABLE

SmartCLOUD™ DaaS comes with dedicated 10Gb/s access 

gateway, providing fast and reliable access anywhere, and 

ensuring minimum latency and excellent user experience.

Dedicated Bandwidth Access

Various
Applications

* Customer could choose to access the service through 
 TrueCONNECT™ private network from multiple offices for extra reliability.

UTM

DaaS Platform

Active Directory / 
DNS / DHCP / 
File Server

Customer’s premises / Data Center
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Customer Office*

Workforce Overseas

Home

On the Road

Laptop

Home PC

Mobile

iPad

private network

DaaS 10Gb/s

Access Gateway/

DaaS Desktop-as-a-Service


